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The Glisse winter look
The look on the left was inspired by skating on an outdoor pond in the middle of a
sunny winter day. Young, urban and fresh. All white from the bodysuit to the leg
warmers and just a sash of blue.
The second look is the whimsical fantasy look of figure skating Ice Queens and snow
globes. Young Glisse girls adorn the classic swavorski crystal dress with white faux
fur trims designed by Chantal Fry.

Glisse
embraces the
passion of
skating.
Chantal Fry fell in love with skating the moment she
stepped on the ice as a little girl. She competed and
then performed internationally with Holiday on Ice and
the Lido de Paris. Her dream was to share her passion
for the art of skating.
Using a portable synthetic ice surface that can be set up
in 30 minutes and taken down in less than 5. This
advanced ice technology combined with talented world
class skaters will no doubt enchant your guests with a
most unique and unexpected visual.
Chantal and the Glisse skaters are so grateful for the
opportunity to share this new diverse performance art.
We look forward to customizing our concept to perfectly
suit your special event.

The Glisse ice

was designed by Chantal Fry and her husband to specifically fit
figure skaters needs. We are the top performers in the world on synthetic ice with a
keen eye for quality. After testing every surface available, we decided to customize
the skating surface with a Canadian manufacturer.
20ft by 20ft is available for this event.
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rom her first glide on the ice as a
little girl, Chantal Fry fell in love
with the cool wind and freedom
of movement. For years her time
was divided between competitions, dance
and theatre lessons and it quickly became
apparent that her strengths were in the
performance aspect of figure skating. At
age 16 she came to the difficult realization that a gold medal at an international
competition was not a realistic goal for
her. She decided to see opportunity in the
midst of this understanding and a whole
new world of skating opened up when she
was invited to perform in the Saturday
night gala for tourists in Lake Placid.
Once the lights were dim and the
spotlight hit, the music carried her to
new heights and a newfound passion
for the sport. As Chantal’s desire to
share skating as performance art
grew she changed her goal to attaining a role in a professional ice show
tour. As it turned out, she landed a
contract fresh out of University.
Chantal’s professional experience
began with Innovations on Ice
in Canada where she performed
on portable ice surfaces and in
theatres with Holiday on Ice in
Europe, the Lido de Paris and a
Cirque du Soleil special event in
Montreal. She then settled in Marseille and created “Glisse on Ice”. Her
dream was to bring the art of skating to
places you least expect.
Using a synthetic ice surface Chantal
and the Glisse team create choreography,
quirky costumes and engaging music
together. Audiences quickly responded to its unique style. The troop
toured France and later returned
to Toronto where they continue
performing for galas, weddings
and festivals in the most glamorous
Canadian venues including The Four
seasons Hotel, the ROM and the Ritz,
among many.
Chantal loves to share her passion for
skating with others and prides herself on
experience through performance and
travel. The Glisse team is compiled
of diverse professional and synchro skaters, former competitors
and acrobats who are carefully
selected for their unique personalities and talents. When you
follow your heart it always takes
you to enchanting places when you
least expect it.
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Glisse is currently
helping amateur
skaters transition to
the professional show
world with a series of
workshops. Chantal
is always looking for
new talent just like
you.

chantal@glisseonice.com
647-402-7274
www.glisseonice.com
@glisseonice
@chantalglisse
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